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Tops and Bottoms
Directions: Cut out the animals’ mouth. Glue the heads
to the top of a tissue box so the mouth lines up with
the hole in the box. Have kids choose a task card and
feed the appropriate animal.
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carrots

beets

radish

lettuce

broccoli

celery

corn

tomato

onion
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beans

cucumber

potato

pumpkin

pepper

sweet potato

cauliflower

garlic

squash
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When you peel the This root can be
The clever rabbit is fruit of this long prepared in so many
hungry for something green vegetable, it’s ways. Mr. Rabbit
can bake it, fry it,
orange. He’ll eat the pale green with
or mash it for
root of this plant. seeds in it. Feed it
to the bear.
dinner. What is it?
Mr. Bear will pick
Rabbit loves that
Bear will have to
this vegetable that this vegetable comes dig for this root
grows on top of the in many different
vegetable. It is
ground, and he’ll colors - red, green, bumpy, and often
carve it in the fall. yellow, and orange. comes in odd shapes.

Rabbit’s family
enjoys this white
vegetable in salad.

Bear likes to dig up
Rabbit likes this
this bulb and then plant,
because it has
separate it into
a crooked neck.
cloves before eating
What is it?
it. What is it?
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The lazy bear will
have to pick this
vegetable of its
vine. Then, he’ll
split the shell and
eat its seeds.

Rabbit’s family dug Bear got to this red
up these purple
root plant first. It’s
vegetables, because so small, he’ll need
they grow
to eat many to fill
underground.
his tummy.

Rabbit will peel the Bear likes this green
This long green
leaves off this plant vegetable, because
vegetable is one
to make a nice, big
thinks it looks that Rabbit’s family
salad. He may put likehe he’s
eating little enjoys. They like the
some on his
trees for dinner.
long, curved stem.
sandwich, too.
Bear will peel the
green leaves off
this vegetable, and
eat the yellow
seeds for lunch.

This round, red
vegetable is plump
and juicy - just like
Rabbit prefers. It
almost looks like an
apple, doesn’t it?
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Bear enjoys cooking
with this vegetable.
When he peels the
skin, he finds a nice
white or yellow
vegetable inside.

